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ABSTRACT 
 
7 500 old drums were characterised and sorted into a number of categories. The sorting had 
two main purposes the first is to divide the drums into fractions that have the same content or 
origin or some other sorting criteria. The second purpose is not less important, it was to limit 
the amount of drums to work with at each point in time and therefor get a good overview of 
the drums. The third reason for handling the drums were that some was in poor condition 
since they previously had been stored outdoors. The drums were sorted into two main 
fractions, one with Studsvik-ID numbers and one without. These two fractions were then 
divided into sub-fractions depending on content, origin, dose-rate and a recommended final 
repository. The work is not yet completed but the procedures are established and work well. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 
 
Studsvik is today both the name of the company and the site where it is located. In order to 
understand the logistics in the project the history is shortly described below. 
 
The Studsvik site was opened in 1955 for what was then called AB Atomenergi, which 
belonged to the Swedish government and was actually started in 1947 and then situated in 
Stockholm. The Studsvik site is located about 100 km south of Stockholm on the Baltic shore. 
AB Atomenergi changed its name to Studsvik AB in 1987, Studsvik RadWaste AB is a 
subsidiary to Studsvik AB. 
 
Studsvik RadWaste AB incinerates waste from nuclear power plants, hospitals and fuel 
manufacturers since the middle of the 1970-ies. The permit for incineration limits the waste to 
be incinerated to operational waste, i.e. not containing large amounts of α nuclides. Uranium 
contaminated waste is a special case, however, which can be treated. 
 
Studsvik RadWaste also operates a melting facility for low level metallic waste. In the facility 
steel, aluminium, brass and copper is melted and thereafter measured and free released for 
unconditional use outside the nuclear industry, according to Swedish regulations. 
 
As previously said, what is now Studsvik once belonged to the government with the aim to 
support the development of nuclear power for Sweden. According to Swedish law the nuclear 
plants now benefiting from this development pays for the handling of the old waste (generated 
before 1991) arisen from that development. This is handled through a company owned by the 
Swedish nuclear power plans together which is called AB SVAFO. 
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AB SVAFO has facilities at the Studsvik site for handling the old waste as well as operational 
waste. In these facilities intermediate level waste and the liquid waste from the Studsvik 
facility are treated. These facilities are operated by Studsvik RadWaste AB. 
 
 
7 500 DRUMS 
 
In storage at Studsvik there are today approximately 7 500 drums. The main part originates 
from the period 1969-1979 but drums with dates earlier then that has also been found. The 
actual number of drums were not clear before the hands-on sorting, which is described below, 
had actually taken place. The drums are stored in Studsvik awaiting transport to a repository.  
 
The drums are stored in a cold facility (AU), which is well suited and built for that purpose. In 
order to keep the drums in a good condition a dehumidification unit was installed, since the 
transport to a repository was not assumed to take place within the next 10-20 years. Later, an 
additional ventilation unit has also been installed to decrease the high radon concentrations in 
the storage.  
 
The drums contain waste from many different origins, both from Studsvik and from external 
customers like Swedish nuclear power plants, former ASEA-Atom (now Westinghouse 
Atom), hospitals, military and others. The drums contains different kinds of waste such as 
non-burnable waste, ashes from incineration of waste from nuclear power plants and also 
burnable waste, probably with an alpha content to high for incineration in Studsvik. The 
main-part of the drums has a low dose rate, however there are some exemptions. 
 
The aim of the project is to characterise and sort the drums with respect to their content and 
nuclide profile so that the final destination of each drum can be chosen correctly and of course 
to an optimal cost. 
 
A second purpose of the sorting is not less important, it was to limit the amount of drums to 
work with at each point in time and therefor get a good overview of the drums. 
 
Yet another reason for sorting the drums was that the drums had during a previous period 
been stored outdoors, without any protection from the elements, and was therefor in different 
stages of corrosion. Since some of the drums were to be stored in the SFL (deep repository for 
high level waste) they had to be in good condition and these drums were reconditioned into 
new drums. It was also later discovered that some drums seemed to have been corroded from 
the inside, probably due to some corrosive liquid.  
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Fig. 1. A view over the drums before the project started 
 
 
CHARACTERISATION OF THE DRUMS 
 
Before the hands-on handling of the drums could start he drums needed to be characterised 
and sorted in some way. The actual number of drums in storage was at this point not exactly 
determined. During a later phase the number of drums were estimated to 7 500±100 drums. 
 
In order to get the necessary overview of the drums a database were created. The database 
contains all the information known about the drums. The database is based on the Studsvik-ID 
number of the drums. Other information was mainly old documentation such as transportation 
documents, casting documentation, origin and sender that could be connected to the unique 
Studsvik-ID number of a drum. Since not all drums carried the Studsvik-ID number this 
automatically divided the 7 500 drums into two large fractions, fraction 1 with the drums that 
have Studsvik-ID and fraction 2 with drums without Studsvik-ID. After this first sorting 
fraction 1 contained 6 361 drums and fraction 2 approximately 1 200 drums. In fraction 2 
there are however groups of drums with their own series of ID-number which is not Studsvik-
ID numbers. 
 
The handling of the two fractions are totally different and below examples are given from 
both fractions. 
 
 
PRIMARY SORTING OF THE DATABASE WITH 6 361 DRUMS 
 
The aim of the sorting of the drums was to determine the final destination of each drum. In 
Sweden there are three options for final disposal, SFR (final repository for radioactive 
operational waste), SFL (deep repository for high level waste) and near surface disposal at the 
nuclear sites. SFR is presently operating and accepts operational waste from Swedish nuclear 
installations that meet SFR’s acceptance criteria. SFL is not yet built but is aimed to accept all 
other waste from Swedish nuclear installations, of course within defined acceptance criteria. 
Near surface disposals are only optional for non-hazardous waste containing short-lived 
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nuclides. The demand for information and documentation about the waste increases with a 
decreasing depth of the disposal site. 
 
In order to sort the drums, in the database, a set of 15 questions was set up. First an automatic 
sorting was done based on these questions. Each of the 15 questions would create a set of 
drums and each set was given a common number, denoted a code, in total 16 primary codes. 
Then, in order to check the sorting and to verify that each drum was given the accurate code, 
each drum was reviewed with respect to content and sorting.  
 
The first 3 questions would sort out the drums that would be designated to SFL. All drums 
with the following characteristics were sorted as SFL-drums. 
 
⇒ Verified α content 
⇒ Suspected α content 
⇒ Incomplete connection between ID-number and other documents 
 
Suspected α-content means that the waste originated from facilities where α-material has 
been handled, but alpha was not explicitly written in the found and registered documentation. 
The origin of the waste was however known and that alone is enough to suspect that the waste 
contains alpha contamination and will therefor be handled as SFL waste. The number of 
drums that in this first sorting were designated to be disposed of at SFL was 3 240.  
 
The next question (no 4) was if the drums contained ashes from incineration, totally 832 
drums did. 
 
In a following sorting step drums were separated with respect to their dose rate. Drums with 
dose rate higher than 0.1 mSv/h were separated from the ones with dose rate lower than 
0.1 mSv/h. The two groups were then sorted according to the same criteria, such as if it 
contains a liquid. 
 
Of the total 16 primary codes only 3 were blank, i.e. no drum fitted the criteria for those 
categories, and only 16 drums fell through the whole chain of questions and was left with the 
last primary code. 
 
 
Reviewing of the primary sorting – Example drums containing ashes 
 
Each primary code was reviewed in order to verify the sorting of the drum. In some cases the 
sorting was not correct so the drum was re-sorted into the correct code. In some other cases 
new codes were defined. After the reviewing a total number of 27 codes had been defined, see 
details below. 
 
As an example the four codes for ashes from incineration of waste are given below. These 
four codes were in the primary sorting two codes, 420 and 430. After reviewing the total 
information for all the 832 drums the four codes below were the result. The codes are defined 
as containing drums with waste of different origin. The codes are described as “Ashes from 
incinerating waste originating from:” 
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Code 430 Hospitals 
Code 431 Swedish nuclear power plants 
Code 432 Partly ASEA-Atom (now Westinghouse Atom) which might contain uranium, 

other sources are Studsvik, NPPs and hospitals 
Code 435 Origin mixed, mainly Studsvik, nuclear power plants and hospitals. Some drums 

might have only Studsvik or only hospital origin 
 
All of the drums in these codes shall be measured by gamma spectrometry. In the four codes 
828 drums were found. As seen there are four drums less than the primary sorting, described 
above, and shown the importance of the review of the primary sorting. The four drums were 
after reviewing their documentation re-coded. 
 
In some drums, already measured with nuclide specific γ-measurements, the results have 
verified the presence of uranium in the ashes. This means that the destination for final 
disposal can change from SFR to SFL. If uranium has caused a cross contamination, into later 
incineration campaigns, can also be traced since the drums have consecutive numbers. 
 
 
Secondary sorting and coding 
 
During the reviewing of the primary codes drums could not only be re-coded if the first 
coding was incorrect but also new codes were defined. These new codes fractionated the 
primary codes into more specified codes, as for example for the ashes described above. After 
the first SFL drums codes and drums containing ashes were grouped out, in total 2 293 
remained.  
 
These almost 2 300 drums were subjected to the review and secondary sorting and coding. 
New codes were based not only on the nuclide content in the drums but also on the origin of 
the waste and a verified or suspected content of environmentally hazardous materials for 
example mercury.  
 
One circumstance that really helped in this project was that the project manager for the project 
had worked in Studsvik earlier, in the 1970-ies. So she not only new what kind of work 
activities had been carried out in specific facilities on the Studsvik site, but could also 
recognise names on transport documents and could connect them with specific facilities or 
projects. This was very helpful in order to trace information on the drums and to give them 
the correct code in order to give them the right final destination. 
 
An example of one of these new codes is the code 700, for waste containing tritium and C-14, 
in total a set of 34 drums. 
 
When the reviewing and second sorting and coding was concluded there were as previously 
mentioned 27 codes, of which four contained ashes. Of the remaining 23 codes, ten had the 
designation SFL and contained in total 4069 drums. SFR was in total five codes with 58 
drums and near surface disposal had 5 codes and 1342 drums. The remaining 64 drums have 
to be further investigated and these drums include the drums containing tritium and C-14 as 
well as the drums containing environmental hazardous materials such as PCB and mercury. 
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Fig. 2. The distribution of drums between the 23 different codes 
 
 
All drums with the proposed destination SFL will be subject to nuclide specific 
measurements. Under investigation is also how to verify the content of α-emitting nuclides. 
 
 
HANDS-ON SORTING OF DRUMS 
 
When all drums in the database had been given a code the hard work of the hands-on sorting 
of the drums into different stacks, denoted cells, in the storage begun.  
 
Since the storage, AU, was not classified as a contaminated area, just as a radiation area, all 
reconditioning could not take place there. A tent was raised in which all drums that were in 
poor condition were reconditioned. Drums in good condition were reconditioned in AU. Some 
drums were in such a bad state that extra precautions had to be taken even to move the drums. 
This tent was suppressed and the outgoing air was filtered through a HEPA filter.  
 
The first step was to physically find the drums and paint their new code on each drum. Each 
drum has its Studsvik-ID number and its weight on a plate. The weight was compared to the 
weight given in the database. If the weight was the same on the drums as in the 
documentation, the drum was painted with the code and the Studsvik-ID marked in a database 
printout. It was during this phase of the work the drums without Studsvik-ID numbers were 
physically found and could be sorted into their own fraction (no 2) and and number of drums 
counted. 
 
The storage AU was divided into different areas, denoted cells. The second step was to sort 
the SFL-drums into these different cells and give each and every identified drum from the 
database its unique coordinates within its cells. This was a huge job but now each cell has a 
list of which drums with what code of waste is in there and all the drums with Studsvik-ID 
numbers can be located. 
 
During the hands-on sorting all drums with destination SFL were reconditioned into new 280-
litre drums. These drums were marked with the original Studsvik-ID number and put into the 
cells, preferably with only one code per cell. 
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Fig. 3.  Drums in storage AU after sorting into cells 
 
 
There were, however some difficulties during the sorting. Some of the Studsvik-ID number 
plates had fallen off, so these drums were sorted into fraction 2, the one without Studsvik-ID 
numbers. Another set of 15 pairs of drums had doublet numbers and was sorted into a group 
of their own for further investigations later. 
 
Before the sorting started the drums were stored horizontally, but during the sorting they were 
standing up and this result in that the volume of the drums seemed to increase. This was 
solved by taking all the drums that was designated to SFR and to near surface disposal was 
removed from AU and put in containers, so-called BINS. Later a storage tent of 600 m2 was 
raised next to the AU-storage. 
 
During the hands-on sorting a strong contamination was discovered in the storage. An upper 
layer of the concrete floor, 5 cm thick, over an area of 25 m2 had to be machined away. 
During the removal of the concrete the air was monitored and another problem was 
discovered, radon. The amount of radon in the air was above workers protection limits and 
before the work could be resumed a ventilation unit had to be installed. Samples were taken 
from the concrete floor but no contamination was found that could explain the high radon. 
The reason for the high radon has not been fully determined but high radium content in drums 
seems to be the most probable cause.  
 
 
THE 1 200 DRUMS WITHOUT STUDSVIK-ID NUMBER 
 
The 1 200 drums that did not have any Studsvik-ID number could therefor not be entered into 
the database and not be characterised with the questionnaire used. These drums have to be 
sorted from other points of view.  
 
Some of these drums have an ID-number that will give them an origin even though there are 
no further documentation regarding their content. These drums are designated for disposal at 
SFL.These drums, as all SFL drums, has been reconditioned into 280 litre drums. They will 
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be given new Studsvik-ID numbers and a record that will contain the old ID-number, origin 
and any other information obtained for example weight, surface dose rate and results from γ-
measurements. 
  
The sorting of the drums in this fraction is mainly done from what can be seen and easily 
measured, i.e. size, colour and dose rate.  
 
One group of drums is the so-called Stockholm-drums. They originate from the time when 
Studsvik (as AB Atomenergi) had a facility in Stockholm in which uranium was handled. The 
number of drums is about 700 and their designation is SFL, which means that all Stockholm-
drums were re-packed into 280-litre drums. Thereafter, were they also sorted into the storage 
cell system and have their discrete co-ordinates. 
 
The rest of the drums, in total about 500 drums, are very inhomogeneous as far as the physical 
size, shape and condition is concerned. The drums are from standard 50 litre drums to very 
large drum shaped containers with a weight up to ~1.5 metric tonnes, they will still all be 
denoted drums for sake of simplicity. Some of the waste in the drums are solidified in 
concrete and some are not. The ones not solidified can be opened and re-packed within the 
packaging system used in Sweden today. 
 
Of the remaining 500 drums, 350 drums have been reconditioned into 280 litre drums. The 
repacked drums were all standard sized 200-litre drums and filled one of the following criteria 
⇒ had a very old Studsvik-ID number, before 1969 
⇒ the number plate had fallen off  
⇒ the weight on the Studsvik-ID number plate did not match the one in the database 
⇒ the Studsvik-ID number indicated that the drum should have been included in the 

database but for some reason it was not 
 
Left after this reconditioning were 150-200 drums which have to be handled separately or in 
smaller groups for some reason, either are the drums in very poor condition due to for 
example corrosion or they are either very large or very small, for example the 50 litre drums. 
 
One set of drums that were assigned to be a group was 23 drums that had very similar 
appearance and where a few had very high dose rate. These were the first group to be handled 
from the fraction of 1 200 drums without documentation, this specific project was denoted 
“High dose rate drums”. 
 
 
The High Dose Rate Drums – A pilot project 
 
Among the 1200 drums, these drums were a group of 23 drums with the same appearance. 
The drums were more like cylinders than drums and the lid was welded to the top, which 
made their appearance very specific. The volume of these drums was also a characteristic, 
about 250 litres, that helped sort these drums into a group. Of these 23 drums a few (about 10) 
had high dose rates, up to 20 mSv/h. This level of dose rate is considerably higher then the 
average dose rate in the whole set of 7 500 drums. 
 
The drums were handled as a unit since there appearance was the same and therefore they 
could be suspected to have the same origin. Also the drums did not fit into the system for 
waste packaging used today. One good thing about these drums they were not solidified in 
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concrete and therefor the lids could be cut open or cut away from the drums and the waste 
inside could be reconditioned. All the drums had an inner-drum, which was separated from 
the outer by a layer of insulation. The condition of the insulation was very different, some 
were in good condition and some in a very poor state. 
 
The aim of the handling of these drums was to recondition their content into the double-lid 
drums used in the waste packaging system. The reconditioning of the drums took place in the 
storage for old intermediate level waste in Studsvik. 
 
The first drum to be opened was the drum with the highest dose rate, 20 mSv/h. This drum 
was the first to be handled mainly because it had a leakage and needed reconditioning under 
all circumstances. When the 20 mSv/h-drum was opened the source for the high dose rate was 
discovered to be Ra-226. In some of the other drums there was also Ra-226, but other 
nuclides were also detected, see table I. 
 
 
Table I 
Total nuclide content of the drums after reconditioning 
Nuclide Activity 

(Bq) 
Ra-226 4.6×109 
Eu-152 4.2×107 
Cs-137 2.9×107 
Co-60 2.3×106 
Am-241 1.0×106 
Pu-239 2.9×105 
Total 4.6×109 
 
 
In the drums there was a lot of wooden materials as well as metals and other materials, see 
table II, among them a newspaper from 1954 so the packing could actually be dated to the 
1950-ies.  
 
Table II 
Content in the high dose rate drums  
Material Percent of weight 
Carbon steel 59% 
Wood, paper, plastic 
and rubber etc 

24% 

Other metals 11% 
Glass and porcelain 
Concrete and rocks 

4% 

Others 3% 
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Fig. 4.  A view during reconditioning. The three drums are upper left – original outer drum, 
upper right original  - inner drum, lower right  - new drum i.e. a double-lid drum inserted into 
a larger drum for contamination protection 
 
 
The first assumption was that the original outer drums could be decontaminated and sent for 
melting in the Studsvik melting facility. After the drums had been emptied this was no longer 
an option since the contamination was too high. The emptied drums were instead compacted 
and shredded and packed in double-lid drums. These double-lid drums (containing the 
shredded drums) were then packed, together with the double-lid drums with the reconditioned 
waste, into 17 pieces of 5-hole position concrete moulds. The total volume of waste from the 
reconditioning was 680 litres in a gross volume of 28.9 m3.  
 
Since the reconditioning of the drums was done in the storage for old intermediate level waste 
in Studsvik a cross contamination from Co-60 and Cs-137 can not be eliminated. 
 
 
NEXT STEP 
 
The next step in the handling sequence depends on the fraction of the drums. The high dose 
rate drums in their concrete moulds will be stored in Studsvik awaiting the construction of the 
SFL repository. 
 
The SFR and landfill drums, each and every drum will be measured in order to verify their 
activity content in order to re-verify the sorting. Then will the sorting and destination be 
discussed with the appropriate authority and after approval the sending of drums to 
repositories can begin. All drums designated to SFL will be stored in Studsvik. 
 
For the drums originally designated to SFL a project aiming to find a method to measure 
uranium and plutonium in the drums without having to recondition them has just started. 
Depending on the outcome of this project the future work with these drums will be decided.  
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LESSONS LEARNED 
 
The most important lesson for this type of project where old waste is the subject is not to be in 
a hurry. Things tend to take longer time than anticipated in the beginning and if you do a good 
job before the hand-on part that will be the easier job. In the list below the lessons learned are 
given in the order of importance from our point of view and from our pre-requisites. 
 
During sorting phase 
1 Time consumption, it will take longer than you think 
2 Use lots of time to find old documentation and to interview persons that have 

worked with the waste earlier maybe even during its production, it will save 
time later on 

3 Save all information and documentation, old and new, so it can be retrieved later 
4 Verify with the regulator/appropriate authority your sorting criteria and limiting 

factors. Also discuss what kind of container you want to use for the repository in 
order to optimise the volume and minimise the cost 

 
During hands-on 
1 Safety during handling, there will be surprises and the safety is very important. 

Be sure to include safety in the planning as well 
2 Space, if you want to re-sort old waste be sure to have lot of space. It will make 

your logistics during sorting much easier 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
7 500 drums in storage at Studsvik have been divided into two groups. The main part of the 
drums, 6 361 drums, have Studsvik-ID numbers and complete or at least parts of 
documentation regarding their content and origin. A smaller fraction of the drums, about 
1 200 drums, have no Studsvik-ID number from the period 1969-1979 and no or very little 
documentation.  
 
A database was created for the 6 361 drums. The drums were sorted with regard to their 
content or origin into fractions based on their final disposal destination. This was done in two 
steps, the first step was automatic and the second step was a manual review and if necessary 
re-coding of the drums. After the second step the 6 361 drums had been sorted into 27 
fractions.  
 
The 1 200 drums are handled in fractions based on the appearance and their origin, in the 
cases where that is known. All these drums are given new ID-numbers after re-conditioning. 
One big group of drums, 700 drums, has been characterised as originating from the 
Stockholm facility. These drums and about 350 other drums have been re-conditioned into 
280 litre drums. 
 
From the remaining 150-200 drums one set of 23 drums has been re-conditioned. These 
drums had the same appearance and some had high dose rates. The drums were opened and 
the content was re-packed into new packages. The drums themselves were compacted and 
shredded and packed as well. The re-conditioning resulted in 0.68 m3 of waste packed in 17 
concrete moulds with a gross volume of 28.9 m3. 
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The procedures used to handle the 23 drums worked well and can be used to group, handle 
and when needed re-condition the remaining 150-200 drums from the set of 1 200 drums.  


